
p. 3-22• A retrospective sampling is as effective as a prospective one for 
estimating ∆ (provided (1) the probabilities of inclusion in D and in 
Dc are homogeneous and their ratio is irrelevant to covariates, and 

(2) data is reliable, e.g., no problems such as inaccurate or 
incomplete historical records; or unreliable memory of the subject)

• This manipulation is not possible for other links ever mentioned.

• Q: When can retrospective sampling work (under logit link)? 

Consider a scenario: a study with response Z and covariates X and 

zj: binary response of jth unit (e.g., disease present/not present)

Z=0 Z=1

1st covari-

ate class

( X1 )

2nd covari-

ate calss 

( X2 )

•••
•••

•••

kth covari-

ate class 

( Xk )

xj: covariate values of jth unit in the population

Ij: =1 if jth unit is included in the study, 0 if not

τj: =P(Ij=1)=prob. jth unit included in the study

assume that (i) for jth units in the cell of ith

covariate class with Z=0 or Z=1, respectively,

τj = P ( Ij=1 |Z=0, X=Xi ) = τi0 ;

τj = P ( Ij=1 |Z=1, X=Xi ) = τi1 , and

(ii) τi1/τi0’s irrelevant to (i.e., constant over) Xi’s

p. 3-23

For fair prospective study, τi0=τi1, i=1, …, k.

For retrospective study, often τi0≠τi1 and τi1 much larger than τi0
The probability of interested is

pi ≡ P (Z=1 |X=Xi )

We can use data (either from prospective or 
retrospective sampling) to study the probability:

qi ≡ P (Z=1 | I=1, X=Xi )
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p. 3-24

 In a retrospective study,

 β1, …, βp−1 (effects of X) are estimable

 β0 is inestimable when no information about τi1/τi0
 cannot estimate pi’s

 Q: Why should the ratio of τi1 and τi0 be irrelevant to X?

 Reading: Faraway (2006, 1st ed.), 2.4, 2.5, 2.6

p. 3-25

Choice of link function

• Usually not possible to make the choice based 

on the data alone (i.e., based on fits) because

the fits based on the 3 links would be 

quite similar for moderate p (why?)

• A lab example

for pi that is close to 0 or 1, a very 

large amount of ni would be 

necessary to distinguish them (why?)
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p. 3-26

• Logit link (logistic regression) is popular. Reasons to use logit:

 theoretically/mathematically simpler due the intractability of Φ
easier to interpret – logit is related to log-odds

retrospective sampling

 Reading: Faraway (1st ed.), 2.7

• The choice of link function is usually made based on assumptions

derived from physical knowledge or simple convenience

• In some cases, harmful effects only 

become apparent at large dosages

In order to estimate the probability of a 

harmful effect at low dose, it would be 

necessary to select an appropriate link 

function. 

However, the data for high dosages will be 

of little help in selecting an appropriate link

p. 3-27

Prediction and Effective Doses

• Prediction of the probability px0
(or odds ox0

, 

or ηx0
) of success for given covariate values x0

• Recall: At covariate values 

For the MLE , we have 

Denote the estimate of Σ by 

Predict ηx0
by           , denoted by 

Predict px0
by                , denoted by 

100(1−α)% confidence interval for ηx0
: 

100(1−α)% confidence interval for px0
: 
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p. 3-28

 In contrast to the linear model situation, there is no distinction

possible between prediction interval (P.I.) for a future obser-

vation z and confidence interval (C.I.) for the mean response

• Prediction of future binary observation zx0
and classification

 Q: What is a classi-

fication problem for 

binary data?

 p0 often chosen to equal 0.5

 for cases where the losses due to mis-

classification are not symmetrical, p0

other than 0.5 should be used, such as 

disease diagnosis, credit scoring

Q: How about P.I. for a future binomial observation yx0
?

The prediction of zx0
is based on whether under 

the fit at x0 is greater (then, predict zx0
=1) 

or less (then, predict zx0
=0) than a given p0

p. 3-29

• Prediction of effective dose (an inverse problem):

 Reading: Faraway (2006, 1st ed.), 2.10

 Q: What is an inverse problem? Estimate/predict the 

set of covariate values x that meet certain condition.

 ED50 (effective dose) or LD50 (lethal dose): p0=1/2

 For a logit link with ηx=β0+β1x, 

 Set p0=1/2 (logit(p0)=0) and solve for xp0


 To determine its standard error, we can use δ-method: 

When there is a single covariate or when other covariates are 

held fixed, we sometimes wish to estimate the value of xp0

corresponding to a given p0, i.e., find xp0
such that ηxp



=g(p0)

For example, determine which dose xp0

will lead to a probability of success p0
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p. 3-30

Estimation Problems

• Q: If we observe a dataset that has all 0 at lower doses and all 1

at high doses, (1) what does it imply? (2) is it a good thing?

• The IRWLS algorithm for MLE (future lecture) 

usually converge (approximate) to the MLE fast

• However, difficulties can sometimes arise  convergence fail

• The following is a condition that cause the failure

 the two groups are linearly separable

p. 3-31

Deviance would be small

Estimation of β is very unstable  large standard error

 Wald test insignificant

 Reading: Faraway (1st ed.), 2.8

Lesson for data collection  should get 

yx on some x’s where yx/nx ≠ 0 or 1. (Q: 

why there is no such issue in Normal y?)

• Alternative fitting approaches

exact logistic regression (Cox, 1970; Mehta and Patel, 1995)

• Instability in parameter estimation will also 
occur in datasets that approach linear separability

Bias reduction (BR) method of Firth (1993): remove

the O(n−1) term from the asymptotic bias of 

This is an “embarrassment of riches” 

 Perfect fit is possible, 

but estimation is a problem
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